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A Parametric Study of
Airflow \ùfithin Rectangular
Vfalled Enclosures
F. SMITH*
C. B. WILSONT
This papt'r describes a set of uelocity measurements whlch were nnde within a series of models of
rettangular enclosures whose dimensions in plan were uaried, the heights of the walls being held
¿onstant. The airJlor's speçd ras meosured at each of the ¡ioints o[ a rççtangular grid ond the
aríthmetic mqqn of these nrcesurcments

was adopted as a meosure of the enclosure's

perþrmonce in

protiding shelter frotn the wind, and waç used to compare the ellecticeness of one gepmetry against
unother. I t wasfound that the degree ol shelter could be optimîsed by a torrect choice of geomety.

orientated at 0,30,60 and 90
degrees to the undisturbed flow direction.

cases when tho enclosure was

INTRODUCTION

THE WORK on thE envirenmental aspects of

the

Before proceeding to describe the experimentg and
rçsults, we would like to make somo comments about the
utility of parametric tests and the spirit in which the data
aro presented.
A complete appraisal of the environmental cffects of the
airflow in the vicinity of a building would need to include
the lollowing elements :

interaction between buildings and the wind may be
divided intolwo categories. The first and most commonly
reported kind of ìnvestigation is the'one off' tvpe in which

the wind conditions due to a particular building or
complex are determined in the context ol a specihc site.
Tests o[ this type have generally been undertaken as part
o[ the desi-en process or in order to fìnd a remedy in çases

(i) A fairly detailed prediction of the meteorological

rthere unacçeptable rvind conditions have been fouhd
alter the building's construction. Some examples of this
kind of work may be found in Penwarden and Wise[1].
Although some broad conclusions rnay be drawn from
sLrch tests.

conditions likely to be found at the site,

(ii) An accurate wind tunnel simulation of the Earth's
boundary layer in the light ol'(i),

their specifìc nature tends to linrit lheir'value as

(iii) Detailed wind tunnel measurements of thc vclocity
field (both mean speeds and turbulence) in the rpaccs
under consideration, using a sufì'iciently accuÍate model of
the building and its suiroundings,

iì source oIdesign inl'ormation.

The second and perhaps more fruitful type oi inrestigation is one in which, over a series of tests, one or
morç of the parameters which dcscribe the building are
allowed to \ ary so that the relationship be tween the lorm
and its performance, in terms o[ the local conditions it
creatgs, can be deduced. Once determined, such a
relationship can serve as a guide to the likely type and

(iv) A suflìciently complete knowledge of the physiological and psychological responses ol" humans to air
movements so that the eflects ol the ¡neasured velocities
could be interpreted in terms of comfort or other criteria.

nragnitude o[ the changes to the airflorv '"r hich accompany
a change in form.
Presumably because o[ the amor¡nt of testing that is

tf alt of this inlormation
¿ìsscssmelrI procedurc

rcasonably expect

required to deduce [orm,perfonnance relationships for
e\en the simplest geometrical conlì,uurations. feu results
ol interest to the architectural communitv have becn
pLrblished. The flows dr¡e [o various comhin¿tions oI a
Itrrr- and a high-rise block have bceu investigated by thc
Building Research Establishnrcnt and rcsults havc bcen
publishcd bl Wise[2] Thc contlitiorrs bctu,een a pair o[
¡rurallcl blocks at ¿r scrics ol spacin¡r:' und oricntatitrls to

thc wind havc bccn dctcrmincd lnd

*

Rcscarch l"cllotr'. Dcpartrncrìi. (rl',\r
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[6].

view o[ such gaps in our undcrstlnding, the best
coursc. rt prescnt, sccms to be to prol ide thc designer with

crsity o[ f:di nburgh.
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climirte tt u site Lullcss it happcns to be close to a
ntctcorological rnonitoring stati()rì. Ådditionally. it is
prcscntly not possiblc to sirnulate tlrc Earth's boundary
layr:r in a wind tunncl unlcss thc rcltical variation of
tcmpcrilturc lollows thc adrabatrc lapsc ratc which it
rarcly dcrcs irt the modcr¿rte winds o[ intcrest in microclimatic ilcsign. Scc Joncs e t rrl.[4] [or a discussion of this
point. Finally, ltuman rcsponsc ttr thc wind is still
irru<Jcqttatcty untlcrstootl despitc thc r uluable contributions ol scvcrll uorkcrs. ior cxirnlplc Penwarden[5]

rJiscusscd by

urc-

if

conccrning the quality o[ the micro-climate generated by
a builcling. at leâst in a statistical sensc. All the necessary
i¡rfìrrn'ration is not availablc. howevcr. For example. it is
dil'lìcult to obtain uny but thc broadcs( prediction of the

Hassan[-1]. In this papcr. wc prcscnt rcstrlts pertirining to
the flow within a space enclosed by l thin, rectangular
rr rll whosr"- dimcnsions in plirn were syste matically varicd.
the height being hcld constiult. Rcsults wcre obtainccl ftrr

E

to

were available and

were adhered to, one could
make an absolute judgement
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sufficient information to form relative judgements about
possible schemes: that is to indicate which parameters of
lorms are critical and which ranges of parameters are likely
to lead to good or bad performance. We prèsent our
results in this spirit and as a demonstration of the value of

making form/performance investigations. We have
neither attempted to model any particular site or wind
condition nor have we tried to develop any sophisticated
measure of the observed flow conditions or to relate them
to human response. We have simply used the average
speed within the enclosure to compare the performance of

one geometry with that o[ another. More sophisticated
measures were, however, proposed by Hassan[3]. We

have also tried

to interpret the data in terms of

a

phenomenrrlogical model ol the motions within the
enclosure since we believe that this will help the designer
to understand them more clearly.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The diagram given in Fig. I shows a typical model and
grid of measurement points, together with the nomencla-ture. In all cases, the height, H, of the enclosure walls was
mm and measurements were taken 30 mm above the
ground plane. The models were made from pieces of
srnooth planed 50x 100mm timber uhich were cut to a
selection of lengths so that the combination olenclosures
given in Table I could be constructed. The joints between
the parts.of the enclosure and between the enclosure and
the tunnel lloor were sealed rrith masking tape so as to
prevent any leakage of ai¡ from affecting the results. In
cases where the model was rotated at an angle to the flow,
it was placed so as to be centrally disposed within the
tunnel.
The tests were conducted in the rvind tunnel at the
Department of Civil Engineering and Building Science,
University olì Edinburgh. The tunnel is of the straight
100

through. open jet type and has a working section
consisting o[ a platform measuring 1.75 m in the

streamwise direction by 1.53m wide. As the flow enters
the working section it is 1.07 m deep.
A velocity prohle representative of the atmospheric
boundary layer encountered in open country or small
towns was produced by the combination of a castellated
step, four quarter elliptic wedges and a set of small,

randomly orientated blocks placed upstream

movement

o[ the probe, 10-15 s were allowed

readings were taken
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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The results of the experiments are presented in Table I
and are given graphically in Figs.2,8,9 and 10.
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mean speed at any point was obtained by taking the
average of the trace by eye. A line thread mounted on a
thin metal rod was used to determine the local flow
direction so that the hot wire could be orientated
normally to it.
The arithmetic mean, Ø",, of the readings over the whole
grid was calculated and expressed as a percentage of the
reference speed, V,"¡. The ratio was adopted as a measure
of the conditions within the enclosure.

50

I

the

transients in the llow and circuitry to damp out and then

mm

H/lor

of

model.
The velocities measured within the models were nondimensionalised using a reference valve, Vter, which was
taken 30 mm above the centre line ofthe tunnel at the start
ôf the working table and in the absence of the model. The
value was measured both before and alter tests were made
within rach model so as to check against excessive drift in
the tunnel speed. If a change of more than 5/. was
recorded either the whole test was repeated or the results
were corrected by assuming the drift to be linear in time.
All velocities were measured by means of a hot wire
anemometer which was connected, via a lineariser and an
averaging network, to a strip chart recorder. After each

Sketch ofa modelenclosure and the grid o[measuringpoints

I
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Table I rhe average wind speed

Length to height

ratio,L/H
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

within

Rectangurar walled Encrosures
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sizes and orientations expressed

Orientation,0

Width to height

ratio,WlH

0'

30'

60"

90"

I

42.1

1.0

37.2

2.0

41.3

40.8

38.

3.0

46.t

4.0

43.r
45.5

M,I

41.5
59.0

41.0

2.O

1.0

42.1

2.O

44.3
48.6

38.1
47.2
49.2

40.8
47.2
45.0

49.1

2.O

2.0
4.0
6.0
8.0

s6.2

60.2

49.8

7

t.0

85.0

41.3
44.3
37.2
39.8
51.1

3.0
3.0

1.0

41.0

41.5

3.0

46.t

43.4

4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0

1.0

3

2.0
4.0
8.0

42.t

48.7
57.4

49.3
48.:l
59.5

6.0

2.0

19.8

60.2

56.2

49.1

8.0
8.0

2.0
4.0

51.1
39.6

8.0

8.0

71.0
57.4

35.9

85.2
59.5
51.1

42.t

51.1

35.9

10.0

10.0

2.O

2.O

5.8

172
40.7

7

37.2

35.8

43.t
43.4

59.0
45.0

44.t

45.5
48.6
40.7
39.6

49.8

1.6

71,6

roo
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L/H
F-ig.2. Thc effect oflength on the a!cr¿rge spcctl in an
cnclosr¡rc ât zcr(ì ()ricn(ation.

ti rse u alls

ol the cnclosr¡rc in the case when the oncoming
llt¡r,r is parallel to them. Results are plotted
for several
enclosure widths.
In this l'igure, as in all the others, the dimensions of the
enclosed space are given in terms ol multiplcs of
the wall
height. H.
The cur',,cs uxhibit scvcnrl notcworthy l.catures. the
bcing the cxtstcucc of ()ptirrral pro_
Prìrtions for enclosures o[ moderate size. It will be scen

Ill¡\t ltrp()rtant

that. as the length increascs, the average
velocity within
the enclosure first climbs to a local maximum
and then

corrcspondinglt, largcr velocitics u.ithin ir. Hltl this
becn
the case. thc rJcgree oI shelter affordcd by the enclosure
could only have been improved by reducing its dimen_

sions. fn fact, the data show that, over a c-onsiderable
range o[ sizes. shelter can onlv be increased by
enlarging
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properties of the flow, the simple theoretical model
illustrated in Fig. 4 was constructed. The model consisted
of an inhnite array of vortices, each spaced a distance L
from its neighbour in the x direction and H in thc y
direction. Each vortex had the same strength but the
opposite sense of rotation to the one adjoining it. Under
these circumstances it is easy to show that the rectangle
marked in the hgure is a streamline so that the flow within
it is that of a vortex which is constrained to move
within a box of length L and height H. To complete the
model, it was assumed that the velocity, U', at the point
(0,H12) (the centre of the top of the rectangle) was

the space. In this sense, the figure shows that the design of
enclosures of moderate size, of the kind and in the
surroundings investigated, can be optimised with respect
to the degree of protection they afford fron¡ the wind.
A second point of interest is the way in which the
enclosure's width combines with its length to affect the
flow. The lrgure shows that, for LIH greatet than about 2,
increasing the width tends to stretch out the curves so that

a given condition will occur at

progressively larger

lengths. In particular, the optimum length to height ratio
(i.e. the value of L/II at which the average velocity takes its
local minimum) increases from 4.6 to 6.0 to 7 .5 as W lH is
increased lrom 2 to 4 to 8 rëspectively. For the designer,
perhaps even more important than the change in the
optimal condition itself is the change in the enclosure's
performance at neâr optimal dimensions. As the

L and that the average speed along the
rectangle could be taken as being
of
the
bottom

invariant of

representative of that at any small height above it. The
t\ryo latter assumptions, which were made to simplify
computation, were tested by means of some subsidiary
calculations and were found to be sensibly true at all but
the smallest values of L. The results of calculation with the
model using several values of LIH are given in Fig.5. It
will be seen that, despite the gross oversimplihcation, the
results from the model exhibit the same characteristics as
those found by experiment in that the average velocity
Irrst increases very rapidly with LIH and then begins to
fall but this time at a much slower rate. On the basis olthis
general agreement between the theoretical and experimentâl curves. it is not unreasonable to assume that the
single vortex model explains the measured results for L/H
less than about 4.0.
At the othèr extreme, when the enclosure's length is
very much greater than its height, the flow will look very
much like that sketched in Fig. 6. If the two walls are
sufliciently lar apart, the flow between them will be able to
settle to a state close to that which lt had far upstream of
the enclosure and thus will render the flow due to one wall
independent o[ that due to the other. Reference to the
literature (see. ior exa¡nple, lh,e Architects' JournullTl)
shows that the flow adjoining each wall will lhen comprise
a recirculation zone to the lorward face and a somewhat
longer wake to the rearward face. Thus, on starting from
the rear lace o[ the upstream wall and moving in the
direction o[ the wind, one would fìrst encounter a region

enclosure's width is increased, the stretching results in
much flatter curves although the velocity at the optimum
is little different. Thus a wide enclosure is able to provide
good protection from the wind over a larger range of
lengths than a narrower one. It is interesting to note,
however, that no matter how wide an enclosure may be, it
still produces relatively windy conditions when it is about
twice as long as it is high.
Finally, it should be noted that for L/H less than about
5.5, a narrow enclosure affords better protection than a
wider one, whilst for longer enclosures the reverse is true.
It is instructive to interpret these results in terins ofthe
fìow patterns which produced them. This will be done
with relerence to Figs. 3'-7. Discussion is facilitated by first
considering the flows which obtain at very small and very
large streamwise spacings and then by working inwards to
intermediate lengths.

Figure

3

shows the flow

at small spacings. The

momentum of the flow passing over the upstream wall is
sufficient to carry most o1 it over the intervening gap and
over the downstream wall so that little of it enters the
enclosure. By means oIfriction and the convective transfer
of momentum, the external llow is able to endow the air
within the enclosure with a recirculating motion of the
type sketched in the figure. Of course, a full picture of the
motion at small spacings will be more complicated than

oI comparative shelter due to the first wall's

that outlined above-for example, the lriction forces
generated at the internal surfaces ol the enclosure will
undoubtedly aflect the nature of the flow as will the
presence of the streamwise walls-but it appears to
explain the main features of the observed behaviour. In

order to test this hypothesis and

to

wake,

lollowed by a region o[ unabated wind speeds and lìnally
another region of shelter due to the second wall's recirculation zone. Since the flows close to the two walls are
mutually independent at large spacings, the dimensions
o[ the zones of shelter are entirely fìxed by those of the

investigate the

(
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Fig,3. The flow withirt enclosures at small length to height ratios.
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walls and so any increase in the enclosure's length would
simply enlarge the region of high wind speeds and would
consequently increase the average speed. By estimating
the average speeds within each ofthe three flow zones, it
may be shown that the curve of average speed against L/^Ét
slopes upwards but does so at an angle which decreases
with increasing length. Unfortunately, the present data do
not extend to large enough sizes to show this convincinelv.
The flow at intermediate spacings is best understood by
considering the events which occur as a large enclosure is
progressively reduced in length. At first, a reduction in size
will simply result in a contraction of the region of high
flow speeds and thus will lead to a reduction,ofthe average
velocity. Eventually, however, this region will disappear
so that the flows due to the two walls will impinge ánd
become interdependent. Inspection of Fig. 7 shows that
their meeting will provide just the conditions needed lor
the flow to transform itsellinto one large vortex. Consider
the conditions along the line X,-X where the two zones
meet. The opposing motions will tend to cancel each other
out so that the speeds found at the interface will be
generally much lower than [ound elsewhere. It is then just
a small step for the tops and bottoms oIthe two vortices to
join up with each other to produce the single vortex
typical ol the flow found at small spacings. It is not
dilïicult to imagine that the cancellation of velocities

which produces the change

progressively as the length is reduced so that the
transition from one regime to the other is a continuous
process. This would then explain why the velocity against
length curve passes smoothly from the shape typical of
small enclosures to that typical of large ones.
It will be noticed that the foregoing model of the flow is

a strictly two-dimensional one and in view of this it is
hardly surprising that it could give no indication of the
way in which the enclosure's width could combine with
the length to influence the flow. In the absence of more
detailed experimental data, all that can be done is to
hypothesize that the affects o[ the streamwise walls are
limited to within a small distance of them so that, as the
enclosure becomes very wide, they play a rapidly
diminishing role in the flow as a whole. This hypothesis
can be tested with reference to Fig. 8.
Variation of auerage speed with vridth (F ig.8)

Figure 8 shows the variation o[ the average speed
within an enclosure with its width for several cases where
thê length is held constant. The curves confirm the
loregoing hypothesis in as much as the velocity varies
little once the enclosure's width is more than about four
times its height.
oJ aterage speed with orientation (F igs.9 ond l0)
So far the discussion has centred on the special cases
where the rvind blorvs parallel to one pair or other of the

Variation

in flow pattern proceeds

Fig.

7

f)iagram olthe llow at moderatespacings.
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Fig 8. Thec[Tectof $idthonthcavcragespeetJinanenelosureatzeroorientation.
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Fig, 10. The e[fect oi length on the average speed in an enclosure at 60' orientation.

It will now be widened to include cases
*here the wind approaches from other directions,

enclosure's walls.

specifically from 30' and 60' orientations. Although the
chanse in orientation between one set oldata and another
is rather large, it will be seen that the results shed light on
lhe nature of the flow ât other angles.

In order to understand the orientation's influence on
it is useful to plot the data in the same manner as
uas used lor the previous case-that is, as curves ol
arera-qe velocity against length for a series of widths--and
also to consider the 30 and 60 degree cases together.
I nspection of Figs. 9 and I 0 shows the advantage of such a
procedure. It will be noticed that, in both cases, the curves
corresponding to the smaller widths bear a marked
resemblance to those which were obtained for the zero
orientltlon case. An apparently ncw but systcmatic lorm
olbehar iour is recorded for the u idel'cnclosurcs TItc kcy'
to understanding these curves Iies with some flow
the florv.

r

isualisation tests which were madc using

a

probe

mounted wool tuft. It was lound that, whatever the
orientation o[ the wind, the flow within the enclosure had
ir

\trong tendency to align itsell" with the direction of the

ttltlls uncl tt'¡ nraintain the krncl oI vortcr motions
iruntl tliat thc llori llud rr

tliscLrs:ctl lrbovc. Furthcr. it rrus

prclit'ence [or moving in a tlir-ection roughly parallel to
whicher.er of the walls was longest.

Equipped with these observations,

it is possible

to

interpret the frgures. Because the flow adopts a motion
tike that of the zero orientation case and because of its
preference [or running parallel to the longest wall, it is not
surprising that the curves for narrow enclosures look like
those of the zero orientation case. Comparison of the
fìgures shows some differences between the values of the
average velocity [or the same lengths and widths but these
are to be expected since the wind approaches the

enclosure lrom quite different angles. What

is

very

noticeable, however, is that the general shape ofthe curves
are the same and from this we may conclude that the flow
in rotated enclosures reacts to chauges in lorm in much
the same way as it does in the simple case.
The observation tlrat the flow tends to align itself with
the direction oi thc longest wall ulso reconciles the curves
obtaincd for largc widths with the pre vious discussion. If
thc proportions o[ an cnclosurc uru \uclì that its width is
gencrallv Breâter than its lcngth over a series of tests, the
llow rvill tcnd to run across rather tharì along it so that the
clfects o[ le ngth and width will be reverscd. The graph of

the enclosure's perlormance will then look like Fig. 2
xccpt n ith the labels L, H ¡nd !f/,¡H reversed. Replotting
thc ctrrr cs lìrr lalqc 19 II itt thc usr¡ul m¿rnncr that is
rvilh cuclr crrlvc bcing l'trl ir ljrctl r uluc t¡il.4''7l/ and lctting
L, lI irrerclsc along thc abscissa will producc results
much like those shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for large values of
llz7H. This is shown schematically in Fig. t l.
e
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The relationship between average velocity and length when the flow runs across the enclosure-

Whether the flow aligns itsell with the enclosure's
length or width will be influenced by the wind's angle of
approach as well as by the walls'relative dimensions. It is
reasonable to expect that the closer the wind comes to
blowing in the direction of the enclosure's width, the more
the flow will be inclined to run parallel to it irrespective of
its dimension. This is borne out by the experimentaldata.
At 30' orientation the flow runs across the enclosure for
only the largest width (WlH--8\ whilst at 60'it does so
for both W' I H :8 and also W lH :4.
Comparison between Figs. 9 and l0 and Figs. 2 and 8
disclose that much higher velocities may be found in
enclosures which are rotated to the oncoming florv than in
those which face directly into it. Detailed examination o[
the data shows that, in certain cases, the relocity within
some parts o[ the enclosure may exceed the undisturbed
wind speed. The high average speeds recorded for these
cases ser\res as a warning against the use of those
combinations o[ proportion and orientation,

EXTENSTONS OF THE WORK
As discussed above, the dip in the curves of average
speed against length is the result o[ a transition lrom one
flow regime to another-in particular, it is due to the
interaction between a pair oI contra-rotating vorticcs.
Since the argumcnts used in the derivation o[ this [lorv
model madc no special reference to the detailed structLtlc

oI the approaching wind or oI the enclosules or ol'thcir

surroundings, it is reasonable to assume that the model
describes the essential character of the flow over wide
ranges of those parameters, their effects being limited to
such details as the strength of the interaction. This is
confirmecl by some current, unpublished work performed
at the Building Research Establishment on a set of forms
which were similar to the present ones but which were
surrounded by roughness. The data suggests that roughness causes the dip to be replaced by a plateau or flattening
of the curves, the overall shape remaining much the same.
The degree of flattening. whether or not it is sufficient to
produce a plateau or a dip, the relationship between these

phenomena and the degree of roughness, and the
correlation between the roughness used in the tests and
the nature ofthe enclosttre's sttrroundings at full scale are
all unknown and u'oLrld neecl to be deduced by
parametric testing. Nevertheless. the data presented here

demonstrate quite clearly the raltre o[ the present
approach in as much as an unexpected pattern o[
behaviour has been lound in the form/performance
re lationship which could only be discovered by a
parilmctfl c rnvestlgittron.
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